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UN SDGs

‘Better Beginnings’ Boost Early Literacy and Helps Children
Library Resources and Services Increase Output of Institution’s Urbanisation Research
Neighbourhood Libraries in People’s Homes Promotes Reading and Community Integration
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IFLA News

IFLA Press Reader International Marketing Award 2021
Australia Library and Information Association + IFLA Strategy: Forging Professional Pathways
IFLA Asia Oceania Section + IFLA Strategy: Libraries and UN Sustainable Development Goals

NEWS IN THE REGION

The Director of Capital Library of China
Crafting Curtin University’s Strategic Direction for 2021 – 2025
25 Years and Beyond: The SEAPAVAA Spirit

Iran Public Libraries Services during COVID-19 Pandemic
Community Outreach for Cultural Inclusiveness in Jordan
Treasured Voices at the National Library of Australia

Venturing into Continuing Education of Library and Information Studies Professionals in the Maldives
Greening the National University of Singapore’s Central Library
Skills Online Sri Lanka – Employed for the Unemployed